NEW FACULTY, 2014-15

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING

Nikole R. Bouchard, Assistant Professor, Architecture
Whitney M. Moon, Assistant Professor, Architecture

SHELDON B. LUBAR SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Colleen M. Boland, Assistant Professor, Accounting
Qinghai Wang, Professor, Finance

SCHOOL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

None

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Gary L. Williams, Associate Professor, Educational Policy & Community Studies

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & APPLIED SCIENCE

Robert M. Cuzner, Assistant Professor, Electrical Engineering
Junjie Niu, Assistant Professor, Materials Science & Engineering
Nathan P. Salowitz, Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering
Lingfeng Wang, Associate Professor, Electrical Engineering
Yin Wang, Assistant Professor, Civil & Environmental Engineering

SCHOOL OF FRESHWATER SCIENCES

None

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES

Jeremy A. Steeves, Assistant Professor, Kinesiology
HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

None

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES

None

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

Viktorija Bilic, Assistant Professor, Translation & Interpreting Studies
Celeste Campos-Castillo, Assistant Professor, Sociology
Tiffany M. Kodak, Assistant Professor, Psychology
Hong Min Park, Assistant Professor, Political Science
Katie Vater, Instructor, Spanish and Portuguese
Katharine Wells, Instructor, Art History
Jonathan O., Wipplinger, Assistant Professor, Foreign Languages and Literature

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Jeanne M. Erickson, Assistant Professor, Administration

PECK SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Daniel D. Burkholder, Assistant Professor, Dance
Zachary D. Durlam, Assistant Professor, Music
Robert E. Grame, Jr., Associate Professor, Visual Art

ZILBER SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Nicole B. Carnegie, Assistant Professor, Public Health
Cheng Zheng, Assistant Professor, Public Health
RETIRED FACULTY, 2013-14

Carolyn M. Aita, Professor, Chemistry
Luis A. Anchordoqui, Associate Professor, Physics
Kimberly Anderson, Assistant Professor, Information Studies
David L. Beaulieu, Professor, Educational Policy & Community Studies
Kenneth P. Bendiner, Professor, Art History
Kurt E. Beschorner, Assistant Professor, Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering
Marna Goldstein Brauner, Professor, Visual Art
Mitchell P. Brauner, Associate Professor, Music
Debipriya Chatterjee, Assistant Professor, Africology
Anthony A. Ciccone, Professor, Foreign Languages and Literature
Marshall Lev Dermer, Associate Professor, Psychology
Chukuka S. Enwemeka, Professor, Kinesiology
Edgar G. Epps, Professor, Educational Policy & Community Studies
Michael Fendrich, Professor, Social Work
Jeremy T. Garcia, Assistant Professor, Curriculum and Instruction
Sharon A. Hansen, Professor, Music
William D. Haseman, Professor, Management Information Systems
Alan J. Horowitz, Professor, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Benjamin H. Johnson, Associate Professor, History
Maureen W. Keyes, Associate Professor, Exceptional Education
Joyce F. Kirk, Associate Professor, Africology
Norma M. Lang, Professor, Nursing
Ryan D. Leece, Assistant Professor, Accounting

Ying Li, Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering

Michael Lovell, Professor, Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering

Edward Mabry, Associate Professor, Communication

Arash Mafi, Associate Professor, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

Mary E. McLean, Professor, Exceptional Education

Theodore Meckstroth, Associate Professor, Political Science

Rhonda J. V. Montgomery, Professor, Social Work

Vishnuteja Nanduri, Assistant Professor, Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering

Markeda Newell, Associate Professor, Educational Psychology

Harvey Z. Rabinowitz, Professor, Architecture

Keshavamurthy Ramamurthy, Professor, Management Information Systems

Delarious O. Steward, Assistant Professor, Exceptional Education

Ricardo J. Vasconcelos, Assistant Professor, Spanish and Portuguese

Jennifer L. Watson, Associate Professor, Foreign Languages and Literature

Lawrence P. Witzling, Professor, Architecture